Educators, researchers, and sustainability experts coming together to gain knowledge and explore opportunities to implement effective, positive change through the following topics and more:

- United Nations Sustainable Development Goals - A Framework for Personal Action to Global Impact
- Project Drawdown and Green House Gas Emissions
- More than Reduce, Reuse, Recycle - The Future of Plastics
- Materials for Renewable Energy Applications
- Life Cycle Analysis - A Vital Approach to Sustainability in Materials & Beyond
- More than Green Chemistry - Sustainability in the Laboratory
- Next Generation Science Standards - How do they support Sustainability Thinking?
- Preparing All Students Equitably for our Future World and Workforce

Selected participants receive a $2000 Fellowship Award

Apply by June 4th!  Space is limited!

https://www.mrsec.psu.edu/education-outreach/teachers/2021-summer-teacher-workshop-ret-program
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